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CHAPTER I • 

INTRODUCTION 

Webster's Life and career 

We have only a smattering of information about 

John Webster's personal life. Scholars judge that he was 

born during the latter half of the sixteenth century, and 

died sometime before the end of the seventeenth century. 

He worked for approximately twenty years. Webster was an 

Elizabethan dramatist who worked slowly and borrowed a 

great deal from other, more important writers. We have no 

exact information or dates on his birth, death, occupation, 

marriage, education, or descendants. Webster is known to 

have been a member of the Merchant Tailor's Company. 
1 

Legend has it that he was clerk of St. Andrew's, Holborn.-

We know only slightly more about his career as a 

dramatist. He seems to have begun his work in 1602, in 

the employment of Philip Henslowe, as one of a band of 

hack playwrights. During his early employment, Webster 

collaborated on. at least four plays with Munday, Drayton, 

Middleton, Heywood, Chettle, Smith, Dekker, and Marston. 

Rupert Brooke in his book, John Webster and the Elizabethan 

Drama, explains that probably because high artistic 

standards were not expected in his early experience as a 

1 
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writer, he does not seem to have great facility in writing, 

and little aptitude for developing a good plot in the nor-
o 

mal sense of the word. 

The Topic of This Study 

Webster wrote three plays without assistance. 

These plays are: The White Devil, The Duchess of Malfi, 

and The Devil's Law Case. In this study I shall deal only 

with these three plays because all of the material 'is 

definitely that of John Webster. It would be extremely 

difficult to separate Webster's work from the writing of 

others in those plays in which he collaborated. 

The topic of this study is the villains created 

by Webster for each of the three plays he wrote. I shall 

dwell on the main, or most important villain in each play 

because he is the most revealing of Webster's character 

development. I chose this topic after careful, exhaustive 

study of available bibliographical material revealed that 

no study of this type has been attempted prior to this 

writing. 

importance of a Study of this Type 

The two v/orks that have brought Webster any degree 

of prominence in literature are two tragedies. The White 

Devil and The Duchess of Malfi. The third work. The 
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Devil's Law Case, which could not really be classified as 

a success, belongs to the category of the tragicomedy 

popular at the time because of the delightful works of 

Massinger, Beaumont and Fletcher. In all three of the 

plays for which Webster is Icnown, the villain is the prime 

mover; and, of course, necessary in creating the tragic 

effect. Therefore, it is necessary to study the villain 

of each play to discover Webster's art at work. In each 

case I shall be concerned with the ways in which Webster 

reveals the character of the villain. Webster uses three 

techniques in delineating the character of the villain 

unmistakeably for the reader: (1) a diabolical motivation 

for treacherous acts, (2) imagery in the speeches of the 

villain and other characters to make clear the prevading 

motivation, (3) the technique of the aside which aids the 

reader to discern truth in statements of the villain. 

choice of characters for Study 

In all three plays the choice of one villain is 

difficult because more than one character indulges in deeds 

that are overtly evil. However, in each piece there is one 

character who has inexcusable motives which set in motion 

heinous acts that make his positive identification as the 

villain possible. The plays have a general atmosphere of 

foreboding with many rascals carrying out plans that are 
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diabolical, but one must remember that the Elizabethan 

audience would probably excuse crimes that could be con

sidered simple revenge or punishment for previous offences, 

In view of these considerations, I have chosen to study 

Flamineo in The White Devil, Bosola in The Duchess of 

Malfi, and Romelio in The Devil's Law case. 

Method of Disclosure 

in my discussion of each villain I shall mention 

possible sources for the character Webster has developed 

in each of the three plays. It is interesting, for 

instance, that in the two plays that could be considered 

Webster's best. The White Devil and The Duchess of Malfi, 

he relies on a historical background which gives each 

work the flavor of the chronicle play. The discussion of 

similarities of imagery used by and for each villain, 

similarities of motivation, the vrays in which each villain 

is discovered in his true character, and the reward each 

offender receives will be of great importance in this 

study. 



CHAPTER II 

FLAMINEO, THE DEVIL-BROTHER 

Historical Sources of The White Devil 

In 1612, the first edition of The white Devil was 

printed. Webster was at least thirty years old and had 

been engaged in writing for about ten years; however, this 

was the first play for which he was wholly responsible. 

He had not been highly successful in his apprenticeship 

to Philip Henslowe, and did not seem to find the correct 

style for him in collaboration with others working for 
3 

Henslowe. 

Webster obviously received his inspiration from 

historical reading because The White Devil depicts the 

life of Vittoria Accoramboni who lived during the latter 

part of the sixteenth century. Vittoria Accoramboni was 

born at Gubbio, a small mountain town about one hundred 

miles north of Rome, in February, 1557. Glaudio and 

Tarquinia, Vittoria's parents, were not wealthy and could 

not provide well for their eleven children. Vittoria 

became known for her great beauty, and at the age of 

sixteen she was married in Rome to Francesco Peretti, 

represented in Webster's play by Camillo. Peretti was a 

young nephew to Cardinal Montalto, who in the play bears 

the name Monticelso. 
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Vittoria met Paulo Giordano Orsini, Duke of 

Bracciano, in about 1580. Bracciano, as he is also known 

in Webster's play, had married Isabella Medici in 1558, 

and by her had had three children, including a son and 

heir, Virginio. In 1576, it was discovered that Isabella 

had a lover, Troilo Orsini, and she was consequently 

murdered, perhaps by her husband. In 1581, Bracciano 

ordered the murder of Peretti because he had become the 

lover of Vittoria. After the murder, they married in 

secret. Pope Gregory XIII, ordered their separation. 

They spent the next four years trying to evade this papal 

decision. The death of Peretti was investigated, and for 

some time Vittoria was imprisoned in Castle Angelo, Rome. 

After her release from prison, Bracciano again married 

Vittoria, and they lived for a time at his fortified 

5 palace north of Rome. 

In 1585, Pope Gregory died, and much confusion 

reigned until the appointment of the new Pope several 

months later. Bracciano and Vittoria took this opportunity 

to be married for the third time publicly, cardinal 

Montalto became the new Pope taking the name of Sixtus V. 

Naturally the two lovers could not expect mercy from the 

uncle of Vittoria's former husband. They fled Rome going 

to Venice, Padua, and finally Salo on Lake Garda, vrhere 

Bracciano died after a long illness. Vittoria was plagued 
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by her husband's relatives because she had been enriched by 

his will. They wished to protect the inheritance for 

Virginio, Bracciano's heir, when Vittoria refused, they 

had her murdered in Padua. These are the known historical 

facts on which Webster based his play; however, there are 

many inexplicable differences.^ 

Some scholars suggest a manuscript written in 

German for the Fugger banking-house as a nev/sletter as the 

possible source for some of Webster^ s changes noticeable 

in the play. It is interesting to note that in the Fugger 

newsletter many circximstances particularly concerning 

Vittoria's family are mentioned. Webster could have learned 

only from the Fugger newsletter that Vittoria had a brother 
7 

named Duke Flaminio, who was killed with her. Therefore, 

it seems that the Fugger newsletter is the source for the 

character of Flamineo, the villain of The White Devil. 

However, no single book or manuscript has been located 

that contains all of the modifications included in Webster's 

play. Literary scholars have suggested that perhaps there 

is an undiscovered source which Webster followed closely 

for the details of his story. 

xMotivation for Flamineo' s Crimes 

Flamineo is first introduced in Act I, scene ii, 

of the play, and he is already engaged in treachery. 

I 
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in his first appearance on the stage, the audience learns 

he is preparing for an adulterous meeting between his 

sister, Vittoria, and Bracciano. it is obvious that 

Flamineo has not been forced to aid in the compromising 

of his sister's virtue, but rather has been the instigator 

of such a meeting, and is still working to maintain 

Bracciano's courage to go through with the plan. We see 

in the following lines from the play how he has worked 

to arrange the meeting: 

Flam. Observ'd you not tonight my honour'd lord 
Which way soe'er you went she threw her eyes? 
I have dealt already with her chamber-maid 
Zanche the Moor, and she is wondrous proud 
To be the agent for so high a spirit, 

(I.ii.11-15) 

From his first appearance on stage Flamineo is engaged 

in unnatiiral acts, not only abiding, but arranging his 

own sister's damnable sin. In the following lines Flamineo 

launches into an extended explanation of women in general, 

so that Bracciano will not lose heart at the last moment 

and change his mind. 

Flam. 'Bove meritI we may now talk freely: 
'bove merit; what is't you doubt? her 
coyness? that's but the superficies of ̂  
lust most women have; yet why should ladies 
blush to hear that nam'd, which they do 
not fear to handle? 0 they are politic, 
they know our desire is increas'd by the 
difficulty of enjoying; whereas satiety 
is a blunt, weary and drowsy passion,— 
if the buttery-hatch at court stood con
tinually open there would be nothing so 
passionate crowding, nor hot suit after 
.the beverage,— 

(I.ii.17-25) 



Later in Act I, scene ii, Flamineo states the 

reason that he has perpetrated such a vile plan involving 

his sister; that reason is greed. Flamineo is urged on 

by several different manifestations of greed, one of the 

seven deadly sins. He lusts for power and position, but 

most of all for money to enjoy a high standard of living. 

In the following conversation Flamineo berates his mother 

for eavesdropping on the meeting between Vittoria and 

Bracciano, and blurts out the compelling force that has 

made him what he is. 

Flam. Now, you that stand so much upon your honour. 
Is this a fitting time a'night think you. 
To send a duke home without e'er a man? 
I would fain know where lies the mass of wealth 
Which you have hoarded for my maintenance. 
That I may bear my beard out of the level 
Of my lord's stirrup. 

Cornelia. What? because we are poor. 
Shall we be vicious 

Flam. • Pray what means have you 
To keep me from the galleys, or the gallows? 
My father prov'd himself a gentleman. 
Sold all's land, and like a fortunate fellow. 
Died ere the money was spent. You brought me up 
At Padua I confess, where I protest 
For want of means,—the university judge me,— 
I have been fain to heel my tutor's stockings 
At least seven years: conspiring with a beard 
Made me a graduate,—then to this duke's service: 
I visited the court, whence I return'd 
More courteous, more lecherous by far. 
But not a suit the richer,—and shall I, 
Having a path so open and so free 
To my preferment, still retain your milk 
In my pale forehead? no this face of mine 
I'll arm and fortify with lusty wine 
'Gainst shame and blushing. ., ooo -aoo N 

(I.li,308-332.) 
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Flamineo rebukes his mother for not providing him with 

riches enough so that he would not have to be in the 

employment of this duke. He implies that his father was 

a spendthrift who spoiled whatever the family treasure 

had been for his own pleasure, and was lucky enough to 

die before his money ran out. Flamineo speaks of what he 

considers to be a deprived childhood, and working to pay 

for his education. He evidently is not pleased with his 

position with the duke, but he does not indicate that he 

would like any type of employment. He feels cheated by 

life and circumstances which are beyond his control. 

Therefore, he has decided that the best course of action 

by which to win the preferment of the duke is to involve 

Bracciano and Vittoria in hopes that they will marry. 

Throughout the play Flamineo demonstrates through 

overt acts of violence that he may justly be called the 

villain of this work. He will stop at nothing to attain 

power, position, and riches which are manifestations of 

greed as his motivating sin. 

Flamineo's Asides 

As Rupert Brooke observes in his book, John 

Webster and the Elizabethan Drama, the technique of the 

aside can be effectively employed although contemporary 

critics condemn this stage device. The playwright may 
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achieve two distinctly different effects by using the 

aside. One use of the aside tells the audience about the 

plot; the other lets them see the character more clearly 

or feel the atmosphere of the play. Artistically, an 

author may aid the audience by letting them hear a char

acter's thoughts; however, it is poor management of the 

plot for the author to use an aside to explain past action 
g 

or to foreshadow coming events. 

Webster frequently uses the aside in The white 

Devil especially in the speech of Flamineo. Many of the 

asides of Flamineo have been included to embellish his 

character as the villain of the play, but a few have been 

added which move the plot along. By discussing these 

asides in regard to the character of Flamineo, it is easily 

seen that Webster did a much better job of delineating 

character than he did in constructing the plot. 

In Act I, scene ii, Flamineo has been arranging 

the meeting of Bracciano and Vittoria when Camillo, 
Vittoria's husband enters. 

Flam, (aside)See here he comes, this fellow by his 
apparel 
Some men would judge a politician. 
But call his wit in question you shall find it 
Merely an ass in's foot-cloth,—(to Camillo) 
how now brother— 
What travailing to bed to your kind wife? 

(I.ii.48-52.) 

Flamineo discusses his brother-in-lav; as one who is well-

dressed and on sight would be respected, but he has the 
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mind of an ass. This quotation is a mild example of the 

double dealing of Flamineo. In the first part of his 

statement we learn what he really thinks of Camillo. In 

the second section of the same statement he speaks to 

Camillo in kind terms that might be exchanged between 

relatives. The comment directed to his brother-in-law 

is set off against the background knowledge we have of the 

situation Flamineo has arranged for Camillo's wife, 

Vittoria. 

Camillo's entrance has created a problem for 

Flamineo because he now has two lovers waiting in the 

wings vath a husband on stage separating them. The fol

lowing lines show that he can juggle tv/o characters vrith-

out letting one know the other is present and still further 

his own aims: 

Flam, (aside to Vittoria) I will put breese in's 
tail, set him gadding presently,—(to Camillo) 
I have almost wrought he to it,—I find it 
coming, but—might I advise you nov/—for this 
night I would not lie vrith her, I would cross 
her humour to make her more humble. 

(I.ii.162-166.) 

In his aside to Vittoria, Flamineo tells her to be patient 

and he will get rid of Camillo. In order to dispose of 

the husband, Flamineo explains that if Camillo denies his 

wife tonight, later she will be more receptive to his 

advances. 

In Act III, Vittoria has been sentenced to reside 

in a house of convertites, and Flamineo must cover his 
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trail so that his involvement in the recent murders will 

not be discovered. The following lines explain his course 

of action: 

Flam, (aside) Good, this is a preface to the 
discovery of the duchess' death: he carries 
it well: because now I cannot counterfeit 
a whining passion for the death of my lady, 
I will feign a mad humour for the disgrace 
of my sister, and that will keep off idle 
questions,—treason's tongue hath a 
villainous palsy in't, i will talk to any 
man, hear no man, and for a time appear 
a politic madman. 

(Ill,ii.302-308.) 

Unfortunately, Webster uses this aside to further the plot" 

and to explain the unusual circumstances which are to 

follow. Although this could be considered poor technique, 

it is still possible to learn a few interesting items 

about Flamineo from this passage. Taking on a "mad humour," 

as Flamineo describes it, is a convention that would be 

readily accepted by the Elizabethan audience because they 

believed in temporary madness striking the mind of a per- ' 

son who had been involved in some unfortunate happening. 

Also, we realize that he has little regard for the reputa

tion of his sister who has now been publicly disgraced. 

Flamineo is not really upset because his sister was caught 

and spoiled, but will "feign" unhappiness and madness. 

Perhaps the best example of Flamineo's deceptive, 

double-dealing nature can be seen in Act IV. At this 

point Vittoria is suspected by Bracciano of having been 
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correctly sentenced, for he thinks she may have another 

lover because she receives a spurious letter sent by the 

Duke of Florence. Flamineo must work this situation 

carefully, otheirwise a marriage between Bracciano and 

Vittoria and his eventual preferment will not come about. 

His clever rhetoric is obvious in the following 

conversation: 

Flam. What a damn'd imposthume is a woman's will? 
Can nothing break it? fie, fie, my lord, 
(aside to Bracciano) Women are caught as you 

take tortoises. 
She must be turn'd on her back, (aloud) Sister, 

by this hand 
I am on your side. Come, come, you have wrong'd 

her. 
What a strange credulous man were you, my lord. 
To think the Duke of Florence would love her? 
(aside) Will any mercer take another's ware 
When once 'tis tous'd and sullied? (aloud) 

And, yet sister. 
How scurvily this frowardness becomes youI 
(aside) Young leverets stand not long; and 

women's anger 
Should, like their flight, procure a little sport; 
A full cry for a quarter of an hour. 
And then be put to th' dead quat. 

(IV.ii.149-162.) 

Flamineo professes to be on the side of his sister, but in 

the aside tells Bracciano how to win her again. Actually, 

we know that Flamineo is on his own side and anyone else's 

who can help him achieve his goals. In the next aside 

infused with the imagery of the mercer or merchant he 

must at the same time convince Bracciano that Vittoria 

has not been used by the Duke of Florence, too, so that 

he will maintain his interest in her as a possible wife. 
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In the final aside of the passage, he says that most women 

would not be angry for long duration even after the way 

he has chided his sister for her poor handling of the 

situation. Therefore, it is better to get the lovers back 

together again at any cost because the wounds of anger 

would only be temporary. 

The final example of the type of aside employed 

by Webster in the character of Flamineo appears later in 

the same scene. After the reconciliation of the lovers 

Flamineo says: 

Flam, (aside) It may appear to some ridiculous 
Thus to talk knave and madman; and sometimes 
Come in with a dried sentence, stuff'd with sage. 
But this allows my varying of shapes,— 
Knaves do grow great by being great men's apes. 

(rv.ii.243-247.) 

Webster has forced Flamineo into an av/kward position by 

making him foist this extended explanation on the audience. 

By explaining to the audience why he is always changing 

his tune, Flamineo almost loses some of his ominous quali

ties as the villain to become ludicrous for a moment. A 

real, live Flamineo would probably not make such a break 

in character, but a slightly inexperienced Webster does. 

These selected examples give the reader more insight into 

the character of Flamineo as the villain of the play, and 

they say many things about Webster's development as a 

playwright. 
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Flamineo's Imagery 

Imagery allows the reader to learn the attitudes 

of a given character on many subjects. In the case of 

Flamineo, the villain, Webster has included a great amount 

of imagery in his dialogue so that he can be recognized as 

the villain. Flamineo uses far more imagery in his speech 

than any other character in the play. Most of these images 

fall into the category of animal imagery probably to point 

out the baseness of Flamineo as a character. Flamineo 

uses imagery in discussing many topics, but to limit this 

discussion I shall suggest a few examples regarding 

Flamineo's attitude toward women. 

In even a hurried examination of the story line 

of The White Devil it is obvious that Flamineo does not 

have a very elevated opinion of women, especially because 

he is v/illing to jeopardize his own sister to attain 

preferment. For instance, when Flamineo is advising Camillo 

about the v/ay a man should treat a woman, and in this case 

his wife, Vittoria, he says: 

Flam. Let her not go to church, but like a hound 
In leon at your heels. 

(I.ii.81-82.) 

Flamineo seems to think that women should be treated more 

like dogs than hiimans. This is a rather base remark with 

the effect heightened because it is made in reference to 

a particular woman, Flamineo's sister. It is easy to see 
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that Flamineo does not hold women or family relations in 

high esteem. However, in the same scene a few lines later 

this same Flamineo is extolling his sister's virtues to 

Bracciano so that his interest will not wane. 

Flam. See she comes,—what reason have you to 
be jealous of this creature? what an 
ignorant ass or flattering knave might he 
be counted, that should write sonnets to 
her eyes, or call her brow the snow of Ida, 
or ivory of Corinth, or compare her hair 
to the blackbird's bill, when 'tis liker 
to the blackbird's feather. This is all: 
be wise, I will make you friends and you 
shall go to bed together, . . . 

(I.ii.114-121.) 

Flamineo certainly depicts his sister in a different light 

while commenting to Bracciano. He compares the whiteness 

of her skin to snov/ on Mount Ida, or fair ivory in the 

buildings of Corinth. The blackness of her hair is con

trasted to the aforementioned whiteness of the skin by 

likening it to the bill and feathers of a blackbird. 

Flamineo's opinion varies according to his purpose at the 

moment; however, we would probably think he has a low 

opinion of women because of the way he reacts to them in 

most situations. 

In the final moments before the meeting of the two 

lovers, Flamineo has this to say to his sister: 

Flam, Come sister, darkness hides your blush,— 
women are like curst dogs, civility keeps them 
tied all daytime, but they are let loose at 
midnight, then they do most good or most 
mischief, . . . (i.ii.198-201,) 
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Webster once again applies dog imagery to women. These 

lines' Flamineo addresses to his sister are meant to impart 

the most vile suggestion perhaps to set the scene for the 

improper meeting to follow. In Act IV is a passage already 

mentioned in which Flamineo advises Bracciano on how to 

make things right again with Vittoria. 

Flam. Women are caught as you take tortoises. 
She must be turn'd on her back . . . 

(IV.ii.151-152.) 

This time Flamineo compares women to the amphibion,- tortoise. 

Again this image has coarse overtones. Still later, in 

Act V, Flamineo tries to justify his relationship to Zanche, 

the Moor. 

Flam. I prithee pardon her. 
In faith you see, women are like burs; 
Where their affection throws them, there 

they'll stick. 

(V.i.92-94.) 

Again, he reveals his rather low opinion of women. Ob

viously, he indicates their method of selection of a lover 

is slightly less than scientific. Women, like the sharp 

barbs of a bur, simply attach themselves to the nearest 

male. About a hundred lines later still referring to the 

Moor, Zanche, Flamineo rebukes his brother, Marcello, 

for kicking her. 
Flam. ^̂Jhy do you kick her? say, 

DO you think that she's like a walnut tree? 
Must she be cudgell'd ere she bear good fruit? 

(V.i.190-192.) 
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This is the first time that Flamineo takes the part of the 

woman in any argument, and this time it will not help him 

in any way. However, he does not try to stop his brother 

in a positive way by pointing out that he should not treat 

this human being poorly. Instead, he asks the more nega

tive question if Marcello regards her in the same light 

as he would an insensible tree. There are many other 

quotations that could be used to demonstrate the imagery 

Flamineo uses in expressing his attitudes about women. 

At the end of the play Flamineo reaps the just 

recompense for the evil deeds he has sovm. He is cursed 

by his mother for his false motives and for killing his 

brother, Maxcello. He has learned that Vittoria hates and 

fears and would have killed him had the pistols been loaded. 

He has not achieved the preferment he would have sold his 

family and his soul to possess. As his just punishment 

he sustains wounds that cause his death. While he awaits 

death he says: 

I recover like a spent taper, for a flash 
And instantly go out. 
Let all that belongs to great men remember th' 

old wives tradition, to be like the lions 
i'th' Tower on Candlemas day, to mourn if the 
sun shine, for fear of the pitiful remainder 
of winter to come. 

'Tis well yet there's some goodness in my death. 
My life was a black charnel: I have caught 
An everlasting cold. I have lost my voice 
Most irrecoverably: farewell glorious villains,— 
This busy trade of life appears most vain. 
Since rest breeds rest, where all seek pain by pain. 
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Let no harsh flattering bells resound my knell. 
Strike thunder, and strike loud to my farewell. 

(V.iv.263-276.) 

He compares this last brief flicker of life to that of a 

candle going out. He knows that terrible deeds have 

spotted his life. Flamineo realizes he does not deserve 

the bells of the church ringing out his life, but the 

i thunder of Hell, 

Because Flamineo is a successful villain, it is 

not until Act IV that other characters begin mentioning 

his bad points, Bracciano begins to see that his secre

tary occasionally resists him: 

Brae. A blood-hound: do you brave? do you stand me? 

(IV.ii.51.) 

Bracciano calls Flamineo a dog when he withstands 

Bracciano's temporary judgment against Vittoria. Of 

course, referring to Flamineo as a dog is one of the most 

pointed insults Bracciano can make. 

Less than a hundred lines later in the same scene, 
Vittoria rebukes her brother, too: 

Vit. Yes: he's a base thief that a thief lets in. 
(IV.ii.l38.) 

Vittoria calls Flamineo a thief for trying to convince 

Bracciano that she has been true to him. Vittoria is a 

proud woman and does not want Bracciano if he will not 

believe her word in such a matter. Bracciano means to 

steal her affections; therefore, Flamineo is an accomplice 

to this thief. 

http://IV.ii.51
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The v;orst and final comment made about Flamineo 

comes from a crazed Bracciano as he lies dying with poison 

rushing to his brain. Everyone, but Flamineo, thinks this 

indirect comment is madness: 

Brae. Look you; six gray rats that have lost 
their tails. 

Crawl up the pillow,—send for a rat-catcher. 
I'll do a miracle: I'll free the court 
From all foul vermin. "Where's Flamineo? 

(V.iii,123-126.) 

Perhaps the first two lines of this quotation are the 

ramblings of a poisoned, dying mind. However, the last 

two lines of Bracciano express great insight, for the 

miracle of freeing the court from all foul vermin can be 

accomplished by freeing the court of Flamineo. Bracciano 

knows too late that the worst villain he has to fear is 

his own confidant, Flamineo. 

Flamineo triumphs in villainy because his victims 

in the play realize too late that he is the instrument of 

their destruction. The imagery used by other characters 

in the play in reference to Flamineo's villainy is infre

quent and occurs only in the last two acts of the play. 



CHAPTER III 

BOSOLA, THE INTELLIGENCER 

Historical Sources of the Duchess of Malfi 

During Webster's \̂ 7riting career one of the popular 

stories of the day was that of the Duchess of Amalfi. The 

basic story was derived from Bandello, a writer of fiction. 

Because of Bandello's reputation as a writer of novelle, 

the story of the Duchess's life was assumed to be fiction 

also. However, recent literary scholarship has turned up 

actual historical references to the Duchess and her ill-

fated second marriage in the diary of Giacorao the Notary, 

9 

of Naples. 

Like The White Devil, The Duchess of Malfi is 

permeated with the feeling of the chronicle play. Because 

of the true story's unfortunate turns of events, this play 

is also tragic in nature. It is fortunate for Webster 

that he stumbled onto the powerful story of the Duchess, 

since his artistic talents were geared to the rendering 

of tragedy into dolefully atmospheric plays. 

Historians have uncovered many facts about the 

house of Aragon from which the Duchess of Malfi is descended. 

Giovanna, the actual, name of the character Webster simply 

calls the Duchess in the play, was married as a girl of 

22 
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twelve in the year 1490, to Alfonso Piccolomini, son and 

heir to Antonio Piccolomini, the first Duke of Amalfi. 

Alfonso succeeded to the dukedom in 1493, after the death 

of his father. He did not enjoy his kingdom long, however, 

because in 1498, he died of gout. Giovanna was left with 

a daughter, Caterina, who died as a child, and a son not 

born till the next year who became Alfonso II of Amalfi. 

Giovanna ruled the Duchy as Regent for her son, and ob

viously did very well since she managed to pay off large 

debts accrued by her husband. Giovanna was about nineteen 

or twenty when her husband died but did not remarry for 

a few years. Perhaps she did not take a new husband be

cause of her child, or perhaps because she was not attracted 

to any of the men of her station, but probably it vras 

because it suited her brothers' purposes that she did not 

marry again. But this was changed v;hen Antonio Bologna 

crossed her path. 

Antonio Bologna had been reared at the Court of 

Naples and had long served as major-domo of Federico, the 

last of the Aragonese dynasty. In 1501, Antonio lost his 

position because Federico lost his IdLngdom to his French 

enemies. Antonio returned to Naples and was offered the 

office of major-domo in the house of the Duchess of Amalfi 

which he gratefully accepted. Shortly after his new 

employment began, Antonio and the Duchess fell passionately 
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in love, and married secretly dreading the anger of her 

brothers. A first son was born undiscovered, but when a 

second child was born, rumors began to reach the ears of 

her brothers who sent spies to keep up with her personal 

life. Antonio became alarmed over this new turn of events 

and withdrew to Ancona with his tvra children to wait till 

this new situation v/as calmed. By now the Duchess was 

expecting their third child and could not bear being left 

alone in the palace or the constant surveillance to which 
11 she was subjected. 

Giovanna planned a progress to Ancona with her 

household. There she renounced her title and gave up her 

rank to live privately with her husband. Shortly after 

the birth of their third child they were forced out of 

the tiny kingdom, and were finally apprehended by the 

brothers of the Duchess. The Duchess begged Antonio to 

escape with their oldest son because she thought she could 

bring about reconciliation with her brothers if she con

fronted them alone. She was captured and never seen again. 

Antonio lived in exile, not knowing the fate of his wife, 

hoping that they vrould some day be reunited until he was 

attacked and stabbed to death by a Lombard Captain, Daniel 

da Bozolo with three other assasins who were never brought 

to justice. Obviously, this Captain Bozolo prompted 

Webster to include his character Bosola, the villain of 

the piece. 
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Bosola's Motivation for Crimes 
Against the Duchess 

In the mind of the Elizabethan audience, to be an 

intelligencer was one of the most sinful and corrupt of 

earthly employments that would be rewarded by burning in 

Hell. What then could cause a man like Bosola to accept 

such a position freely and in full knowledge of the 

consequences? 

Bosola is introduced in the first act as a menial 

of the Cardinal, one of the brothers of the Duchess. 

Bosola does not belong to a family of standing; he has 

inherited no money; he has no education, and he has nothing 

to look forward to but a life of common labor that will 

provide only the necessities in life. Bosola has worked 

tvra years on the galleys in the service of the Cardinal. 

In talking with the Cardinal he mentions the extremely 

poor conditions of life and work he has faithfully labored 

under in hopes of reward which does not seem to be forth

coming. Now, he expects another job of greater importance 

in which he will again serve faithfully so that in the 

future he may be advanced. However, the Cardinal has 

become disenchanted with Bosola because he is indebted to 

him. Bosola then takes his suit to the other brother of 

the Duchess, Ferdinand, Both brothers have suspected that 

their sister who is a young widow will someday wish to 
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remarry. Ferdinand particularly finds the idea of 

another husband for his sister repugnant. The brothers 

plan to be away from the court indefinitely and wish to 

have a spy who will send reports of the behavior of the 

Duchess. Bosola, because of his lack of funds and desire 

for employment is a likely choice for this assignment. 

The following conversation between Ferdinand and Bosola 

seals the bargain: 

Bos. It seemes you would create me 
One of your familiars.. 

Ferd, Familiar? what's that? 
Bos. Why, a very quaint invisible Divell, in flesh: 

An Intelligencer, 
Ferd, Such a kind of thriving throng 

I would wish thee: and ever long, thou maist 
arrive 

At a higher place by't, 
(1,1,277-284.) 

Ferdinand has struck an exposed nerve when he mentions that 

Bosola may arrive at a higher place by performing these 

duties. A cover job, that of provisorship of the horse, 

has also been given to Bosola so that he will have a 

legitimate reason for being in the right places. These 

factors combine to make Bosola a willing slave to Ferdinand 

in this task that he knows is vile and base. Therefore, 

because of Bosola's greedy lust for power and riches he 

fiendishly begins spying on the unsuspecting, innocent 

Duchess for whom he is provisor of the horse. 

EventuaLly Bosola participates in the torture and 

the murder of the Duchess and her waiting woman. After 
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which he becomes disturbed by his part in the crimes 

against the Duchess because he knows her innocent, good 

qualities v/hich should have offended no one. Even though 

he is reluctant in these recent treacheries, Bosola will 

still defy his conscience when greed urges him to carry 

out these acts for hope of Ferdinand's preferment. 

Finally, Bosola, the villain who has perpetrated 

and carried out so many terrible crimes against the inno

cent characters of the play, murders the Cardinal and 

Ferdinand in payment of the account he ovres the deceased 

Duchess who trusted him for true employment. Greed 

motivated Bosola to begin the numerous offences that 

labeled him as the villain of The Duchess of Malfi, but 

revenge against those who manipulated him for their own 

purposes prompted his final villainous acts against men. 

Bosola's Asides 

Noticeably fewer instances of the aside as a 

necessary device for plot production signal VJebster's 

increased mastery of his art in his writing of The Duchess 

of Malfi, Curiously enough, Bosola uses the aside almost 

exclusively in this play. All eight of the asides spoken 

by Bosola reveal the thoughts of the character to the 

audience rather than explain part of the plot. The marked 

artistic improvements which Webster made in The Duchess of 

Malfi explain why most critics consider it his best work. 
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only a few of Bosola's asides are of topical 

interest or significant length. For instance, as one of 

Bosola's first tasks in the role of intelligencer it is 

necessary for him to discern whether or not the Duchess 

is in fact pregnant. He cleverly supplies her with apricots 

which he believes will prove conclusively her condition. 

The following describes what he has learned by this cunning 

trick. 

Bos. (aside) how greedily she eats theml 
A whirlwinde strike off these bawd-farthihgalls. 
For, but for that, and the loose-bodied gowne, 
I should have discovered apparently 
The young spring-hall cutting a caper in her belly. 

(II.i.162-166.) 

Bosola is assured that his supposition v/as correct, and 

that he does have an interesting piece of news to pass on 

to the brothers of the Duchess. Only a few lines later 

Bosola makes an aside comment as if in answer to a state

ment of the Duchess. 
Duch. This greene fruit . . . and my stomacke are 

not friends— 
How they swell me I 

Bos, (aside) Nay, you are too much swell'd already. 
(11,1,170-172,) 

The comment of Bosola is almost hiomorous because the 

Duchess who is attempting to mask her real condition in 

excuses has previously undone herself and pretense at this 

point will do no good. In the first lines of scene two 

in the same act, Bosola confirms to himself a definite 

diagnosis of the Duchess's condition. 
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Bos. (aside) So, so: ther's no question but 
her teatchines and most vulterous eating of 
the Apricocks, are apparant signes of 
breeding— . . . 

(II.ii,l-3.) 

Of course, Bosola is pleased at what he believes is a 

sign of obvious immorality on the part of the Duchess. 

If she commits no sins to report, his task as intelligencer 

will bear no fruit and no advancement. Continuing in the 

same scene, Bosola is suddenly frightened when the Duchess 

becomes ill after consuming the apricots: 

Bos. (aside) If that these Apricocks should be 
poysond, now; 

Without my knowledge 1 
(II.ii.35-36.) 

Examining the undertones of this comment in light of Bosola 

as the villain of the play, it is interesting to note that 

he is not worried for fear that the Duchess might pay with 

her life because his trick backfired, but because if she 

does die he will certainly be suspected of murder and will 

undoubtedly suffer the consequences. This aside definitely 

shows Bosola's kinship with the true Machiavellian villain. 

The final aside of Bosola in Act V indicates much 

about his character and maintains his position as the 

villain. By chance he has happened upon Julia, the wife 

of Castruchio and the mistress of the Cardinal. Julia 

is suddenly passionately enamored of Bosola and is willing 

to undertake any deed no matter how dangerous to win his 

love, unfortunately, Julia did not know Bosola and could 
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not understand the treachery she should have resisted. 

In the following lines we learn how Bosola accepts the 

love of Julia: 

Bos. (aside) I have it, I will vrarke upon this 
Creature— 

Let us grow most amorously familiar: 
If the great Cardinall now should see me thus. 
Would he not count me a villaine? 

(V.ii.193-196.) 

Bosola will use anyone to his better advantage. He wishes 

to become more familiar with Julia and convince her of 

his love in return so that she will pry undisclosed infor

mation from the Cardinal. He uses the words "worke upon 

this Creature" to indicate the way in which he would react 

to the advances of Julia and make her a tool by which to 

acquire necessary information. 

These selected asides spoken through the character 

of Bosola handily emboss the character of the villain, 

and heighten the dramatic tension of each situation to 

which they are attached. Webster has skillfully engineered 

the asides of this character to reveal the grossness of 

his base nature. These are a few of the reasons why many 

recent critics believe Webster's strongest skill lies in 

the delineation of character. 

Bosola's Imagery 

Webster uses much more imagery in -^he Duchess of 

Malfi than he did in The White Devil. He seems to have 
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learned the value that imagery has in heightening any 

type of affect that accentuates outstanding qualities of 

character. Bosola is an extremely important character 

serving as the tragic villain who realizes the obscenity 

of the crimes he has committed too late. Therefore, it 

is fitting that a character of the stature of Bosola speak 

in phrases frequently infused with lively imagery. Many 

such passages in v/hich vivid images occur frequently may 

be found, but I have selected only a few of these to 

demonstrate Webster's growing facility with language, and 

to add scope to the character of Bosola. 

Early in the play Bosola is seeking a new position 

with the two brothers of the Duchess as possible employers. 

The lines following indicate what opinion Bosola has of 

both these men with whom he would seek preferment. 

Bos. He, and his brother, are like Pliom-trees 
(that grow crooked over standing-pooles) they 
are rich, and ore-laden with Fruite, but none 
but Crowes, Pyes, and catter-pillers feede on 
them: Could I be one of their flattering Panders, 
I would hang on their' eares like a horse-leach, 
till I were full, and then droppe off: I pray 
leave me. 

(I.i.50-55.) 

In mentioning the overripe Plum trees and comparing them 

to the brothers of the Duchess he seems to mean that these 

men are wealthy but not charitable. Their wealth is 

spoiling on the tree as they are rooted in one spot of 

all-consuming self interest. He describes the other 
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courtiers who are in contact with Ferdinand and the 

Cardinal as birds of prey and insects who do not seirve 

any good purpose by being on hand, but make a meal of the 

fruit through flattery. Bosola also reveals some of his 

personality when he compares himself to a horse-leach who 

also would fill his purse with wealth before he drops off. 

It is appropriate that he says he v/ould attach himself to 

their ears which shortly he does when he accepts the post 

of intelligencer. 

Later in Act I, Ferdinand begins to tempt Bosola 

by the offer of a position that he mentions will bring 

gold. Bosola is a little leary of such a position without 

further details of the job description and in these next 

lines wishes to inquire more about his duties: 

Bos. So: 
What followes? (Never raind such showres as these 
Without thunderbolts i'th taile of them;)whose 

throat must I cut? 
(I.i.264-266.) 

This natural imagery can also be viewed as foreshadowing. 

As Bosola questions, there will indeed be some murdering 

in the future which Bosola must perform to maintain his 

position and favor. The comment found in parentheses 

about rain showers is reminiscent of the popular cliche, 

"When it rains, it pours." By this inquiry Ferdinand 

assumes he will be ready for treachery of this type. 

In Act III., the Duchess is lost and must find a 

trustworthy confidant to aid her with plans to rejoin 
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Antonio whom she has banished for his own protection. Part 

of the scene in which she decides to enlist the support of 

Bosola has already been cited. Continuing with the thread 

of that scene, the Duchess states that Antonio was descended 

from a family of no distinction to which Bosola replies: 

Bos. Will you make your selfe. a mercinary herald. 
Rather to examine mens pedegrees, then vertues? 
You shall want him. 
For know an honest states-man to a Prince, 
Is like a Cedar, planted by a Spring, 
The Spring bathes the trees roote, the 

grateful1 tree 
Rewards it with his shadow: you have not done so— 

(III.ii.300-306.) 

Bosola is reminding the Duchess of all the worthy attributes 

of Antonio so that she will take him into her confidence. 

Bosola says that honest statesmen such as Antonio are as 

necessary to their princes as the spring to the Cedar tree. 

in fact, the arrangement yields mutual benefits. Bosola 

is a clever man who does not always use base language when 

other approaches would better suit his purpose. 

The Duchess has been taken prisoner in her own 

castle, and Ferdinand is disturbed that she will not yield 

to the unreasonable . torture he is applying, in the following 

discussion of the condition of the Duchess, Ferdinand 

wishes to compare notes with Bosola, who says: 

Bos. 'Tis SO: and this restraint 
(Like English Mastiffes, that grow fierce with tying) 
Makes her too passionately apprehend 
Those pleasures she's kept from. ' 

(IV.i.14-17.) 
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Bosola compares the restraint the Duchess portrays to that 

of a strong dog who becomes mean because of constant 

imprisonment. This is a type of a left-handed compliment 

as it demonstrates her self control.has not faltered, so 

that she has not suffered the punishment that Ferdinand 

wishes to inflict on her. 

Before the Duchess is to be executed, Bosola, 

through his vile, rancorous imagery, is attempting to make 

the Duchess damn herself by creating the atmosphere in 

which she will commit the deadliest of all sins, despair. 

When the Duchess asks Bosola who she is to reassure herself 

of her identity, he answers: 

Bos. Thou art a box of worme-seede, at best, 
but a salvatory of greene mummey: what's 
this flesh? a little cruded milke, 
phantasticall puffe-paste: our bodies are 
weaker then those paper prisons boyes use to 
keepe flies in: more contemptible: since 
ours is to preserve earth-wormes: didst thou 
ever see a Larke in a cage? such is the soule 
in the body: this world is like her little turfe 
of grasse, and the Heaven ore our heades, like 
her looking glasse, onely gives us a miserable 
knowledge of the small compasse of our prison. 

(IV.ii.123-131.) 

Bosola points out the weakness of the body and compares 

the Duchess to "worme-seede." He injects ideas of putri-

faction of the body so that the Duchess will concentrate 

on the temporal qualities of the body and earth, and forget 

any promise of life after death that could raise her to a 

noble death. Bosola illustrates his personal contempt 
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for earthly existence when he minimizes Heaven as nothing 

more than an imperfect looking glass which does not allow 

us to see how bad our situation really is. Bosola's 

words are intended to make a mockery of any possible power 

higher than his own, 

in Act V, Bosola learns that though he had intended 

to use others for his own advancement, he is the one who 

has been duped into wreaking vengence on the innocents of 

the play. Near the end of the play, Bosola could better 

be described as a tragic villain rather than a Machiavellian 

villain. He has discovered many important elements that 

have been missing in his life and wishes to make amends 

in the most dramatic gesture to atone somehow for his 

misguided mischiefs. He decides to warn Antonio that the 

Cardinal intends to murder him, but by a fluke of luck 

Bosola fatally wounds Antonio. Bosola speaks these lines 

to reiterate how he has been fooled by fate: 

Bos. The man I would have sav'de 'bove mine 
owne lifel 

We are meerely the Starres tennys-balls(strooke, 
and banded 

Which way please them) . . . 
(V.iv.63-65.) 

Bosola feels that in life fate knocks human lives about 

as much as balls in a tennis game. Fate has forced him 

to violate his conscience in performing villainous acts 

throughout the play. Now his good intentions are foiled 

in his attempt to save Antonio. 
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Bosola never turns aside from his slaughter of 

individuals, but in the final scene achieves revenge by 

murdering two more, Ferdinand and the Cardinal, those 

monsters who have used him as a pawn' so their reputations 

would not be soiled. Bosola too is mortally wounded in 

this encounter, but he will be happy in this final act 

knowing that the instigators of his churlish deeds will 

be punished by his same grim hand. 

Bos. Yes, I hold my weary soule in my teeth, " 
'Tis ready to part from me: I do glory 
That thou, which stood'st like a huge Piramid 
Begun upon a large, and ample base, 
Shalt end in a little point, a kind of nothing. 

(V.v.94-98.) 

He compares the Cardinal to the greatness of a king sym

bolized in the pyramid. When Bosola began in his post as 

intelligencer, the Cardinal and his brother seemed indes

tructible in the security of their wealth. They even dared 

to feel so omnipotent that they took the lives of their 

sister, her children, and her waiting woman. Bosola was 

the instrument of these unnatural murders, and now Bosola 

is the one who turns their secure world upside down. 

The just reward of Bosola, a common man urged on . 

by greed to become a relentless villain, is death. In 

executing the scoundrels who encouraged his degeneration, 

Bosola sustains a fatal wound. In his final comment he 

sums up the knowledge he has acquired through this de

grading experience: 
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Bos. In a mist: I know not how. 
Such a mistake, as I have often seene 
In a play: Oh, i am gone— 
we are onely like dead wals, or vaulted graves, 
mat ruln'd, yeildes no eccho: Fare you well-
It may be paine: but no harme to me to die, 
in so good a quarrell: Oh this gloomy world. 
In what a shadow, or deepe pit of darknesse. 
Doth(womanish, and fearefull) mankind livel 
Let worthy mindes nere stagger in distrust 
To suffer death, or shame, for what is just-
Mine is another voyage. 

(V.v.118-129.) 

He compares humans to walls or graves since when they are 

dead and gone there is no trace or echo of the good or 

evil in which they participated during their miserable 

lives. Bosola visualizes most of mankind as a low, vile 

scum that lives in shadows or at the bottom of a dark 

pit where light cannot penetrate to cleanse their evil 

deeds as they prey upon one another. He adds a word of 

advice that worthy minds keep honest so that when death 

comes it will be for the right reason, not simply as the 

end to a treacherous life. 

These are but a few examples that illustrate the 

character of Bosola, a villain whose heinous crimes teach 

him too late that man cannot live by greed alone. The 

figure of Bosola is not only necessary as the villain of 

this piece, but also creates a heightened tragic effect 

as he learns too late that money is just as temporal as 

man. 

From the beginning Bosola was recognized for his 

talents in treachery which secured for him the job of 
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intelligencer. Therefore, several characters throughout 

the play use uncomplimentary imagery to describe Bosola. 

In the first act Ferdinand explains Bosola's duties as 

intelligencer: 

Ferd, This will gaine 
Accesse, to private lodgings, where your selfe 
May (like a pollitique dormouse— 

(I.i.305-307.) 

Bosola is to behave as a quiet mouse always in the right 

places listening to conversations that might have signifi

cance. Ferdinand chooses an appropriate animal for Bosola 

to pattern his movements after in the job of intelligencer. 

Antonio is the first of the innocent characters 

to recognize Bosola as a possible threat, in several 

statements Antonio demonstrates his skill in discerning 

character, Bosola is beginning to annoy Antonio when he 

says: 

Ant. You would looke up to Heaven, but I thinke 
The Divell, that rules i'th'aire, stands in 

your light. 

(II.i.97-98.) 

Antonio has been chiding Bosola for his melancholy attitude 

toward life, but this statement can have more than one 

meaning. The obvious intention of the statement is that 

even if Bosola looked to God for help with his poor atti

tude, the devil would stand in his way. A second meaning 

could be that Bosola is ruled by the devil just as the 

light which perpetually s\i.rrounds him, and this is the 

reason his outlook is always dark. 
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Later, as Antonio questions Bosola about the 

possibility of poisoned apricots, he says: 

Ant. Traitors are ever confident. 
Till they are discover'd: . . . 

(II.iii.45-46.) 

Antonio implies that Bosola could be a traitor as easily 

as anyone else, and that his confident front may be hiding 

a villainous deed. Only a few lines later, Antonio says 

of Bosola: 

Ant. You are an impudent snake indeed (sir)— 
Are you scarce warme, and doe you shew your sting? 

(II.iii.52-53.) 

The image of the snake is utterly familiar in literature. 

The most vivid example of the vile, fearful image of the 

snake is the snake who tempted Eve in the Garden of Eden. 

Again, the snake carries with it the most vile suggestions 

in referring to Bosola. Antonio mentions the snake's lack 

of warmth and its poisonous sting v̂ hich must indicate 

Bosola's harmfulness. 
The Duchess finally recognizes Bosola as the villain 

of the play: 

Duch. What Divell art thou, that counterfeits 
heavens thunder? 

(III.V.116-117.) 

The Duchess sees Bosola as the devil in flesh who has 

plagued her mercilessly and destroyed her happy private 

life. 

Finally, Ferdinand who has instructed Bosola to 

perform every base crime says: 
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Ferd. For thee, (as we observe in Tragedies 
That a good Actor many times is curss'd 
For playing a villaines part) I hate thee for't: 
And (for my sake) say thou hast done much ill, 

well: 

(IV.11,307-310.) 

It is appropriate that he compares Bosola to an actor in 

a tragedy as indeed he is. Bosola has played a part against 

his own conscience and performed his duties faithfully as 

the villain. Now Ferdinand reveals that he has duped 

Bosola into committing crimes and taking on the guilt of 

the villain so that his ovm conscience could remain 

spotless. 

Throughout the play many characters discover 

Bosola is the villain. Several examples of damning imagery 

in the dialogue of the other characters help in further 

developing the character of Bosola as the villain of 

The Duchess of Malfi. 

i 



CHAPTER IV 

ROMELIO, THE MERCHANT-THIEF 

Sources for the Character of Romelio 

Scholars have been unable to locate a known source 

for the plot of The Devil' s Law Case in its entirety, 

perhaps it was invented by V7ebster as his attempt at 

formulating a tragicomedy which was in vogue at the time. 

The play appeared in 1620, and is the last play Webster 

wrote on his own. Webster, who had almost managed to 

develop a decent plot in the two tragedies he had written, 

becomes completely enmeshed in a succession of complicated, 

interwoven plots which makes the play slightly difficult 

13 

to understand. 

The central incident of the play is a malicious 

lawsuit brought by Leonora, against her son, Romelio. She 

is seeking to dispossess Romelio on the false ground of 

bastardy. Romelio, the villain of the play, is a wealthy 

merchant because his father, now deceased, left money and 

property which he inherited. Romelio's sister, jolenta, 

is loved by two young noblemen who are friends, Contarino 

and Ercole. Romelio favors Ercole as a brother-in-law 

and wishes to force their engagement on jolenta even though 

she is in love with Contarino. When Contarino learns of 

41 
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this scheme, he gives up his friendship with Ercole in 

order that they may duel and produce a winner for Jolenta's 

hand. Both are severely wounded, and everyone believes 

that the wounds will eventually prove fatal. 

Because Romelio has forced an engagement between 

Jolenta and Ercole, his death will leave his inheritance 

to Jolenta as if they had been married. Contarino, in 

preparation for his marriage to Jolenta, had had his will 

changed so Jolenta would also be his sole heir. Romelio, 

fearing that Contarino will recover and change his will 

because Jolenta v/ill not be his bride, disguises himself 

as a Jewish physician. He visits Contarino in this disguise 

and stabs him thinking that he has made sure of his death 

and the inheritance has now been secured for jolenta. By 

a strange accident however, the stabbing of Contarino has 

performed a tricky operation the doctors were afraid he 
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would not survive, but which, in fact, saves his life. 

Leonora, Romelio's mother, has secretly fallen in 

love with Contarino, and vows publicly to disown him in 

court which brings about the lav/suit for which the play 

is named. Her plan is to accuse herself of adultery and 

Romelio of bastardy, and thus strip him of wealth and 

honor in one blow. The court scene is the most brilliant 

of the play, but Leonora loses her case because Crispiano, 

the man she names as her accomplice in adultery is in 
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the court room and has proof that he could not have been 

involved in such a scandal."'•̂  

Ercole, who has recovered from his dueling wounds 

unknown to the general populace, now rises and denounces 

Romelio as the murderer of Contarino. Since there is no 

conclusive evidence, a duel between Ercole and Romelio is 

scheduled for the following day to prove the truth in the 

matter. Before the duel takes place, Contarino presents 

himself which prevents further bloodshed. This concludes 

the basic plot; however, there are several minor, but 

17 intriguing subplots. 

A clear influence on Webster for the character of 

Romelio is noticed in the Jew of Malta by Marlowe. The 

characters of Romelio and Barabas are more than slightly 

similar. Romelio makes a clouded reference as to how 

much he has borrowed from Barabas when he affects the 

disguise of the Jewish physician v/hen he says: 

Rom. Excellently well habited 1—why me thinks 
That I could play with mine owne shaddow now. 
And be a rare Italienated Jew; 
To have as many several1 change of faces 
As I have seene carv'd upon one Cherrystone; 
To wind about a man like rotten Ivie, 
Eate into him like Quicksilver, poyson a friend 
With pulling but a loose hair from's beard, 

or give a drench. 
He should linger oft nine yeares, and nere 

complaine. 
But in the Spring and Fall, and so the cause 
imputed to the disease naturall; for 

sleight villanies. 
As to coyne money, corrupt Ladies Honours, 
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Betray a towne to'th Turke, or make a Bonefire 
A" th Christian Navy, I could settle to 't, 
As if I had eate a Politician, 
And digested him to nothing but pure blood. 

(III.ii.1-16.) 

It may be remembered that Barabas in the Jew of Malta 

states that when he was young he practiced physic and began 

on an Italian. Both .merchants boast that they are so 

wealthy that silver is not worth keeping. Romelio promises 

his sister to two rival suitors, just as Barabas promises 

his daughter to two rivals. In both stories the suitors 

end their long-standing friendship in a duel over the woman. 

Romelio plans to dispose of the two surgeons just as 

Barabas must cope with two friars. Both are villains who 

mock religion and friardom. The Machiavellian tendencies 

noted in both Romelio and Barabas seem to be a definite 

link between the two, establishing Barabas as a possible 

18 model for the character of Romelio. 

Another device used by Webster is easily traceable. 

The stabbing of Contarino by Romelio which miraculously 

performed necessary surgery that was instrumental in saving 

the life of the victim is a copied device. It has been 

suggested that Webster read Histoires Ad.mirables by 

Goulart published in Paris, 1600, and translated into 

English by Grimeston in 1607. The exact type of unbelieve-
19 

able cure was performed by the knife of an assassin. 

A few sources can be definitely traced that must 

have been used by Webster for the development of Romelio 
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as the villainous character of The Devil's Law Case. The 

plot as a whole is a conglomeration of incidents snatched 

from other works, plus an unknown factor which could very 

well be Webster's own imagination. 

Motivation for Romelio's Sins 

Romelio was born to a wealthy family, and upon the 

death of his father he inherited vast holdings of wealth 

and property. Even though he is only thirty-eight, he 

has multiplied the value of his estate many times, and 

this success has given him an over-inflated concept of 

himself. Very recently Romelio invested almost all of 

his ready cash in a shipping ê qjedition that should have 

yielded vast profits. Hovrever, the three ships he out

fitted were shipwrecked and lost at sea. This is the back

ground that leads Romelio to mischievous decisions in 

The Devil's Law Case. 

Greed makes unthinkable plans feasible in tine mind 

of Romelio. Not only is he currently a failure in fotisiness, 

but his own self im.age has suffered greatly througb the 

loss of his money in what now seems to have been a fool

hardy scheme. Romelio mil stoop to any low trick to 

rebuild his fortune, and at the same time retowild M s all-

important ego. 

T\-/o young nobles, Contarino and Ercole, ^s^^h. to 

marry Jolenta, Romelio's sister. Both rr̂sii liavs siidLlar 
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amounts of wealth that would make either a suitable husband. 

Contarino, however, is more impressed with his own self 

importance because he is richly endowed and is therefore 

the more repugnant choice to Romelio. Romelio has decided 

on Ercole as a husband for his sister becuase he does not 

wish to have a pompous Contarino in the family who might 

be able to match him in-business prov/ess. Romelio wishes 

to choose a husband for Jolenta for his own selfish, 

petty reasons, and he definitely v/ants her to marry so 

that new money will be infused into the economy of the 

family which will, of course, benefit him. 

The conniving of Romelio brings about the duel 

between these two old friends which is nearly fatal to 

both. Romelio's first completely treacherous act is his 

cleverly disguising himself as a Jewish physician to gain 

admittance to Contarino's chamber for the purpose of 

stabbing him to death. Romelio must be sure that Contarino 

dies since he has learned that Contarino's will endows 

Jolenta with all his earthly possessions. This money 

would certainly fill Romelio's depleted coffers. 

Romelio is not satisfied with only one inheritance, 

however, and now has a plan which will parlay the wealth 

of the two suitors, and which will save his reputation in 

another respect. In explaining this plot to his sister, 

we see that greed is uppermost in his mind. 
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Rom. Come, take your seat agen, i have a plot. 
If you will listen to it seriously. 
That goes beyond example—it shall breed 
Out of the death of these two Noblemen, 
The advancement of our House. 

(III.iii.20-24.) 

Romelio is willing to risk anything for the advancement 

of his House as can be seen when he asks Jolenta to pre

tend she is pregnant with the child of Ercole and has been 

for two months. He explains that even though they were 

not married the church would make the engagement binding 

for a fee if there was a child involved. Therefore, 

Jolenta would inherit Ercole's estate too, because she 

was the mother of his child. This feigned pregnancy would 

be beneficial to Romelio also because he had gotten a nun 

named Angiolella pregnant who would be delivered about the 

time Jolenta should have Ercole's rumored baby. This plot 

was certainly designed for the advancement and purifica

tion of Romelio. Romelio obviously does not respect his 

sister's reputation or motherhood because he will destroy 

both if it suits his purpose. 

These are the main instances of Romelio's villainy 

toward harmless characters in the play. He is a picture 

of greed and extreme selfishness. He disregards the 

thoughts, feelings, and reputations of all other characters 

in the play for his convenience. Romelio has no respect 

for religion and has defiled the church by his riotous 

living to the extent of getting one of the sisters of the 
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learned the aside can be as harmful to the plot used in

correctly, as it can be beneficial when it is used well, 

probably there are fewer asides because the multiple plot 

structure which is almost uncontrollable left little room 

for artistic touches that were not functional. Romelio's 

asides voice his opinions to the audience which would 

otherwise be unknown. 

Contarino is quite self-assured in his courtship 

of Jolenta which makes him doubly repulsive to Romelio. 

After an interview with Contarino on the subject of 

marriage, Romelio, who now is definitely in favor of 

Ercole, says: 

Rom. (aside) fierd with scorne and laughter. 
At your over confident purpose and no doubt. 
My mother will be of your mind. 

(I.i.119-121.) 

Romelio finds Contarino revolting because the two have 

similar boasting, overconfident personalities. Romelio 

easily recognizes qualities he dislikes in the personality 

of Contarino because he possesses these same traits. He 

can easily see that the charm of Contarino will convince 

his mother, Leonora, perhaps because he himself has been 

successful for years using the same tack. 

The clever disguise of Romelio as the Jewish 

physician does not prevent the two surgeons from discover

ing his murderous intent. Romelio must think quickly 

to keep these two quiet who could spoil his plan and 
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Romelio's final aside is spoken during the trial 

scene when he learns that his mother is his accuser. 

Rom (aside) Shee has discovered Contarino's murder-
If shee proove so unnaturall, to call 
My life in question, i am arm'd to suffer 
This to end all my losses. 

(IV.ii.73-76.) 

Of course, Romelio believes that his mother will accuse 

him of the murder he thinks he has committed. He is 

surprised indeed, when instead she tries to prove that 

he is a bastard. 

The four asides of Romelio only inform the audience 

and could probably be left out of the dialogue without 

impairing the intent or flow of action. Romelio's villainy 

is no surprise to the audience, so perhaps the asides in 

this case were unnecessary. 

Romelio's Imagery 

Webster frequently brightens Romelio's speech with 

interesting images. I have selected only a few exemplary 

passages depicting imagery in Romelio's dialogue. This 

sampling of images should further enhance the picture of 

Romelio's personality which is already taking shape. 

Naturally,' Jolenta is distraught when she learns 

of the presumed death of Contarino. She is gripped with 

grief at the loss of this lover and would-be husband. 

Romelio must dispel this grief and return jolenta to a 
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stable humor so that perhaps she can be convinced to join 

him in his plan to claim the inheritance of Ercole, To 

point out that she has grieved enough, he says: 

Rom. Why, I pray tell me. 
Is not the shortest fever the best? 

and are not bad Playes 
The worse for their length? 

(III.iii.6-8.) 

Romelio suggests that the endurance of an uncomfortable 

situation such as a fever when one is ill, or a play that 

is poor is better done the shortest way possible. So, too, 

it is better to make grief short, meaning the time has 

come for tears to cease. 

Later in the play when it seems that his own death 

may be emminent, he is not quite as interested in getting 

it over with quickly, ^̂jhen a Capuchin monk comes to pray 

for his soul before the duel, he says: 

Rom. No, no, the world and I 
Have not made up our accounts yet. 

(V.iv.53-54,) 

He chooses this piece of accounting imagery to suggest that 

the books symbolizing his life have not yet been balanced, 

or that he is not yet ready to die. Because he does not 

revere religion, he is affronted by the presence of the 

monk who wishes to guide his spirit to another world. In 

wishing to get rid of the monk who seems to be a bad omen, 
Romelio states: 

Rom. No matter, I will be mine o\flie Pilot: 
Doe not you trouble your head with the businesse. 

(V.iv.58-59.) 
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The image of the pilot of a ship has been used innumerable 

times in literature. Romelio obviously does not want help 

in steering the course of his soul no matter what the end 

of the course might be. He is willing to take his chances 

without the aid of this blundering monk. He is much more 

concerned with providing his body nourishment and adequate 

strength so he will be in condition for the approaching 

duel. Romelio is worried about possible death, but his 

immediate and practical idea is to prepare the body for 

fighting at an optimum level and perhaps escape death by 

killing his opponent. He complains that this visit by 

the monk will slow up his bodily reflexes which could help 

his opponent. In talking about the duel, he says: 

Rom. I should fight i'th Lists to-morrow like a 
Dormouse, 

And be made away in a slumber. 

(V.iv,82-83.) 

He is afraid his strength will ebb away to that of a mouse, 

and the quality of his fighting in comparison to his 

attacker's will make him seem as if he is dueling in his 

sleep. 

The topic of conversation changes to death, and 

Romelio makes some incisive comments on the nature of 

death. 
Rom. Why sir? Is not Death 

A hungry companion? Say? is not the grave 
Said to be a great devourer? . . . 

(V.iv.103-105.) 
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Romelio has a healthy respect for death and compares it 

to a hungry companion who will devour the body and soul 

of a fellow traveler. Later in the same scene Romelio 

says this about death. 

Rom. You must understand, that Resolution 
Should ever wayt upon a noble death. 
As Captaines bring their Souldiers out o'th field. 
And come off last: for, I pray, what is death? 
The safest Trench i'th world to keepe man free 
From Fortunes Gunshot; to be afraid of that. 
Would prove me weaker then a teeming woman. 
That does indure a thousand times more paine 
In bearing of a child. 

(V.iv.113-121.) 

A man must not be afraid of death according to Romelio, 

but must have the courage of leaders in battle who retreat 

last from the battlefield. The "safest trench" is the 

grave for there no man can be hurt physically, Romelio 

explains that a woman endures more pain in bearing a child 

than the pain of death suffered courageously. Each of the 

selected images gives the reader insight into the per

sonality development of Romelio from a rake, a scoundrel, 

and a villain who controlled the fate of others for his 

own greedy aims, to a man preparing to die on the battle

field, ^^y should such a villain be spared? 

Romelio, the villain of The Devil's Law Case 

suffers no horrible death at the hands of Ercole, however, 

because the Capuchin is freed in time to explain that no 

one has Icilled Conta.rino, who is disguised as a member of 

•Che crowd. Naturally, in a tragicomedy the ending has a 
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jovial twist to delight the audience, and Romelio's. only 

punishment is that he must marry Angiolella, the Nun he 

got pregnant. He has narrowly escaped a possible death 

in the field only moments before which heightens the 

pleasure of the audience. To further the happy ending, 

Leonora, mother of Jolenta and Romelio, marries Contarino, 

and Jolenta marries Ercole. All characters that were once 

presumed dead are lively enough to marry, and the villain 

has been righted by his narrow escape and given a wife 

to keep him out of trouble in the future. It is a delight

ful, but certainly an unusual fate for one of Webster's 

villains. 

There are few unkind remarks about Romelio from 

other characters in the play, probably so that the happy 

ending is not spoiled with necessary punishment of a 

terrible villain. Contarino, who thought he was going to 

marry jolenta, is unkind to Romelio when he learns that 

this friendship was only pretended: 

Cont. for your brother. 
He that vowes friendship to a man, and prooves 
A traytor, deserves rather to be hang'd. 
Then he that counterfets money; . . . 

(I.ii.286-289,) 

Contarino refers to Romelio as a traitor to friendship, 

Romelio has betrayed the promise he made to Contarino by 

forcing Jolenta's engagement to Ercole. To the Elizabethan 

audience friendship was one of the most sacred trusts 
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Contil. he has rankt himselfe 
With the Nobilitie, shamefully usurpt 
Their place, and in a kind of sawcy pride, 
VJhich like to Mushromes, ever grov/ most ranke. 
When they do spring from dung-hills, . . . 

(IV.ii.129-133.) 

Again Romelio's pride is mentioned which has prospered as 

mushrooms do on foul and rotten ground. The dung hill, 

too, is mentioned as a rank place of decay to point out 

the decadence of Romelio. 

Other characters in The Devil's Law Case know 

that Romelio has always been too proud and conceited, so 

that now they would certainly suspect him of any villainous 

deed which might be charged to him. However, there are 

very few improper statements made about Romelio so that 

the audience v/ill be able to accept his reprieve in the 

final scene of the play. This laiown villain must be 

handled carefully so as not to create too much enmity 

for him with the audience. 



CHAPTER V 

THREE VILLAINS AND JOHN WEBSTER 

Similarities of plot 

Of the three plays written by John Webster alone. 

The White Devil and The Duchess of Malfi are certainly 

the most powerful and the most skillfully constructed. 

Though he tried other forms and collaborated with other 

playwrights, the most outstanding type of drama in which 

Webster could best express his talents was the tragedy. 

The two tragedies which have been mentioned may both share 

the spotlight as his best works because of the similarities 

in the two plots. 

The underlying plots for both The White Devil and 

The Duchess of Malfi are rooted in episodes of historical 

significance. Both stories revolve around ill-fated love 

affairs that end in death for the lovers. Meddling family 

members in both plays are instr\imental in bringing about 

the calamity at the climax. Both sets of lovers attempt 

escape from their situations as a solution to their 

difficulties. The necessary ingredient, a Machiavellian 

villain, is supplied in the person of Flamineo in The 

White Devil and Bosola in The Duchess of Malfi. These 

villains are the prime movers for carrying out evil deeds 

58 
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in each play. A final similarity is the death of both 

villains at the end of each play. 

The Devil's Law Case, although a tragicomedy, 

is similar in some ways to the more successful tragedies. 

Again a villain is present in the person of Romelio, who 

sets in motion many of the comiolicating factors disturbing 

other members of the cast. Romelio also belongs to the 

Machiavellian tradition of villains. 

It is interesting to compare the attitude of 

Romelio with that of Flamineo in regard to their sisters. 

Flamineo was willing to toy with his sister's virtue in 

any way even to the point of arranging a situation whereby 

she could commit adultery, as long as the eventual outcome 

would benefit him. Flamineo encourages his wealthy, 

married .master to seek out his sister as a lover. Romelio 

has the same attitude about his sister's virtue. He seeks 

to persuade his sister to pretend she is pregnant v/ith the 

child of Ercole so that she may claim his inheritance. 

Obviously Romelio has no regard for virginity or for the 

reputation of his sister since he is willing to encourage 

a rumor which will destroy both in the minds of the town's 

people. It may be noted, then, that certain similarities 

recur in all three plays written by Webster. 
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Similarities of Motivation of 
the Three Villain.q 

Webster's villains, Flamineo, Bosola, and Romelio, 

are motivated by the same force with only shades of dif

ference to individualize their situations. Greed is the 

motivating factor in each personality, and could reflect 

Webster's personal feelings on greed as an important sin 

affecting mankind. 

Flamineo is described as a young man who believes 

he is mistreated by his family situation. He cannot under

stand why he could not have been born into a wealthy 

family like that of Bracciano, so that he would not have 

to work to supply his needs and extravagant desires. He 

does not appreciate his education, but feels ashamed that 

he had to work to pay for his schooling. He is not 

appreciative of his relatively easy job obtained because 

of his education and manners at court, but longs to be 

unemployed. Flamineo's greed is expressed in his lust 

for power and position. His desire is to control the 

fortunes of others as he feels he is controlled. His 

villainy stems from the fact that he is willing to do any

thing no matter how destructive, in hopes of preferment 

by Bracciano and establishment in his own right as a noble. 

Bosola is a common laborer who has served faithfully 

a wealthy, powerful nobleman. He has worked under deprived 
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conditions in hopes that his diligent service will obtain 

a better position with more promise of monetary reward. 

He understands, in part, the stratification of society 

and some of the problems of v;ealthy nobles. Bosola does 

not necessarily wish to be a noble, nor does he believe 

there is a possibility of this coming to pass; however, he 

does want a job with more responsibility and more remunera

tion. Bosola's greed is for money, and unfortunately he 

has learned that honest labor will never grant the amount 

of money he desires. Bosola will perform any task from 

spying on the sanctity of another's privacy, to torture, 

to murder if there is enough money offered as a reward. 

Romelio was Icnov/n as a man of great fortune and 

good luck in the market places. Not only was Romelio an 

important businessman in his own community, but by his 

own admission he was an important figure in world trade at 

the time. He had grown conceited because of his fortunate 

rise to business prominence, but suddenly and surprisingly 

his luck turned and his fortune was lost in a shipping 

venture. Romelio's greed was for other men's fortunes to 

recoup and replenish the wealth he had lost. His need was 

great because he had experienced wealth and respect for 

his wealth from fellow citizens. His greed was fueled 

with a desperate need for wealth to refurbish his ego and 

his self esteem in the eyes of others. 
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Perhaps Flamineo could be considered the v/orst of 

this lot of villains, for at the end of his evil life he 

is only sorry that he is being dispatched from this life 

and that he had not yet succeeded in achieving preferment. 

Flamineo does not really seem sorry for anything except 

his approaching death. 

Bosola is the most tragic of the three villains 

because he recognizes too late that his unquenchable quest 

for money has left in its wake the deaths of many innocent 

people. In the final scenes of the play Bosola attempts 

to undo some of the heinous crimes he has committed by 

punishing his manipulators. At his death Bosola is a 

penitent and tragic figure because he has realized too late 

that greed has clouded his conscience and caused him to 

commit catastrophic acts against his better will. 

Romelio is rewarded at the end of The Devil's Law 

Case by his marriage to his mistress, Angiolella. Hovrever, 

this apparent reward may be considered by Romelio as a 

punishment since it will end his days as a rake. This 

difference in ending is the result of the tragicomedy's 

requiring a happy ending. Therefore, Romelio is not a 

penitent villain, but a relieved one. His many trans

gressions have been overlooked in the frivolity of the 

moment and he has been saved from any punishment for his 

evil deeds. We do not know v/hether or not Romelio is 
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cured of his illegal habits, but there is hope of his cure 

since he has been provided with a wife who should not 

condone wrongdoing. 

The Aside as a Technical Device 

As Webster gains experience in the course of the 

writing of the three plays, he improves his technique in 

using the aside. I have previously discussed Rupert Brooke's 

distinction between the good and bad utilization of the 

aside, and discussed thoroughly the use of the' aside in 

the dialogue of each of the three villains. In summary, it 

is interesting to note that Webster's use of the aside 

gradually diminishes from his first play. The ̂ •iHn.ite Devil, 

to his last play. The Devil' s Law Case. Flamineo's use 

of the aside in The VJhite Devil sometimes reflects the 

haphazard plot development and management of Webster. 

Frequently Flamineo's asides are not artistic, but necessary 

to patch up faulty arrangement of the plot. At other points 

the aside was needed to explain Flamineo's motivation at 

some given moment so as not to confuse the audience by a 

seeming deviation in character. Generally, in The White 

Devil there are too many asides used poorly to rescue 

Webster's story so that the aside is not used effectively. 

Bosola, in The Duchess of Malfi, uses a greatly 

reduced number of asides in his speech. Without fail. 
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Webster skillfully includes these asides to elaborate on 

Bosola's inner emotions at a point in time and make clear 

his motivations and assessments to the audience. Bosola's 

asides are not employed to cover up Webster's poor work

manship in plot construction. 

Romelio rarely uses the aside in The Devil•s Law 

Case. Perhaps the interspersal of comedy, and the stark 

villainy portrayed by Romelio diminish the effectiveness 

of the aside to the point that it would be foolish to 

overwork the technique. Perhaps Webster has learned 

through experience that the aside can destroy the effective

ness of a v/hole passage as easily as it can enhance it, 

if it is not under control at all times. Romelio discusses 

his personal feelings about various situations using the 

aside as a device for informing the audience. VJebster' s 

steady abandonment of the aside probably indicates his 

maturation as a playwright. 

Imagery as a Force To Reveal Characters 

Webster employs imagery to a great extent, 

especially in the delineation of characters. Webster 

suffuses the speech of many of his characters with imagery 

that supplies vast amounts of information concerning 

characters, personality traits, and attitudes. By means 

of imagery the villain in each play is etched on the 
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memory of the reader, imagery enhances, embellishes, and 

deepens characteristics about the villain, and expresses 

forcefully that villain's reaction toward other characters 

in the play. 

VJebster does not rely exclusively on one pattern 

of imagery. Political, horticultural, mercantile, and 

animal imagery are some of the many types of images Webster 

employs in depicting characters, in the case of Flamineo 

and Bosola, for instance, the bestial nature of these two 

villains is revealed by Webster's use of animal imagery. 

Mercantile imagery is included in the dialogue of Romelio 

because he is a businessman. Often imagery used in the 

development of one of these villainous characters describes 

the sordid, dirty, sensual, evil, criminal aspects of life 

because the villain using the language is dealing with the 

dark, devilish side of human existence, not the qualities 

that would rank man a little lower than the angels. Imagery 

is a useful tool when judiciously injected into dialogue 

by Webster. The dark, vile, crudeness of the imagery used 

to describe one of VTebster's villains is like the black 

velvet jeweler's exhibit cloth which shows off a diamond 

to its best advantage. 

Webster's pê '̂̂"''-̂'p"̂'̂"'" ̂ ^ ̂  PlawTright 

After studying the villains of the three plays 

Webster wrote without assistance, several points can be 
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noted about Webster's maturation as an author. Webster 

must have been a slow, careful witer since he apparently 

wrote only three plays by himself, it seems that after 

as much experience as Webster had gained in collaborating 

with other writers, some of which became successful, he 

could have produced more of his own vrork. 

Webster's v^iting mechanics were a little faulty 

which caused unmanageable plots. Character portrayal was 

definitely Webster's forte; all of his talent and imagina

tion was devoted to the creation of lifelike characters 

which made the plays more realistic. He is much more 

adept at designing a despicable villain than at putting 

him through his paces in a smoothly flowing plot. 

As exemplified by The White Devil and The Duchess 

of Malfi Webster's talents found their best expression 

in the tragedy. A dark, morose atmosphere with almost 

all the characters engaged in skulduggery at least part 

of the time was Webster's best setting for developing a 

play that expressed his talents. His villains are important, 

interesting, lively, and living characters because they are 

key figures in the tragedy. 

Webster was not a versatile writer. His talents 

were geared to one form, the tragedy. The Devil' s Law Case 

was a failure because Webster attempted a fad, the tragi

comedy. This type of play was popular with audiences of 
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his day, but Webster loses his balance and perhaps his 

audience by stringing too many contrived subplots together 

for comic effect. 

The importance of a thoroughly fiendish villain 

in each of Webster's plays cannot be underestimated. 

V7ebster's most impressive talent is developing believable 

characters, and he realizes his best success in the three 

villains I have discussed in this study. Each of the 

villains mentioned is a compendium of VTebster's greatest 

artistic expression in the field of characterization. 

Webster's best mode of expression is the tragedy; his most 

complete characters are his villains. 
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